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1: VIBRATION-ROTATION SPECTROSCOPY OF HCl - Odinity
Rotational-vibrational spectroscopy is a branch of molecular spectroscopy concerned with infrared and Raman spectra
of molecules in the gas www.enganchecubano.comtions involving changes in both vibrational and rotational states can
be abbreviated as rovibrational (or ro-vibrational) transitions.

Abstract Using the Nicolet spectrometer, the spectrum for HCl was analyzed. Each peak, differentiating
between 35Cl and 37Cl, is assigned an m value and then plotted with wavenumber vs. Analytical software is
used to derive an equation of the line from the two plots of 35Cl and 37Cl. Constants were then derived for
each of the isomers. Through an understanding of quantum mechanics, information about the nature of a
chemical can be deduced. An important concept in quantum mechanics is the idea of quantized energy levels
and accordingly the quantum numbers associated with them. Particles being described by wave mechanics are
restricted to quantized energy levels. Molecules can be described by vibrational and rotational states. These
rotational states also exhibit quantum numbers, which are integers represented by the variable J. The simplest
model of a rotating molecule is the rigid rotor. This method of describing a rotating molecule consists of two
particles connected by a rigid bond. One condition of the rigid rotor is that the wave function must be identical
when it rotated one full revolution. The vibrational states also exhibit a quantized characteristic. The
vibrational quantum number is represented as v. Vibrational spectroscopy only works if the molecule being
observed has dipole moments. In other words, the electron distribution about the bond in the molecule must
not be uniform. This therefore excludes molecules such as H2, N2 and O2 [2]. The spectrum of HCl shows
two separate peaks, one for the each of the two isomers of chlorine. There are two branches in the spectrum
observed in this lab report: Each set of peaks in the branches are defined by m values, of which the R branch
values are negative and the P branch values are positive. Experimental The Nicolet was used in this
experiment to record the spectra, and Omnic software was used to record the data. Fisher Scientific provided
the HCl used in this experiment, with lot number First, the chamber in the Nicolet was purged with N2 gas.
Next, one drop of HCl was put into the gas cell. The sample of the HCl was then collected in the gas phase.
IGOR was used to analyze the data and to create the plots. Results The peaks on the left of the spectrum
shown in Figure 1 above are the R branch, and the peaks on the right are the P branch. Table 1 below shows
the peaks and their values:
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2: The Thomas Group - PTCL, Oxford
Infrared Vibration-Rotation Spectroscopy From Free Radicals to theInfrared Sky Geoffrey Duxbury Department of
Physics and AppliedPhysics, University of Strathclyde, Scotland, UK InfraredVibration-Rotation Spectroscopy: From
Free Radicals to the InfraredSky contains new experimental and theoretical methods on the highresolution infrared
spectroscopy of small molecules.

References At the turn of the nineteenth century Sir William Herschel discovered invisible radiation beyond
the red end of the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. You probably are familiar with the common
applications of infrared to radiant heating and photography. In addition to these uses, infrared spectroscopy
has become the most widely used spectroscopic technique for investigating organic structures. Infrared
spectroscopy was the province of physicists and physical chemists until about At that time, the potential of
infrared spectroscopy as an analytical tool began to be recognized by organic chemists. The change was due
largely to the production of small, quite rugged infrared spectrophotometers and instruments of this kind now
are virtually indispensable for chemical analysis. A brief description of the principles and practice of this
spectroscopic method is the topic of this section. Molecules with three or more atoms can vibrate by stretching
and also by bending of the chemical bonds, as indicated below for carbon dioxide: The absorption frequencies
in the infrared spectra of molecules correspond to changes in the stretching or bending vibrations or both.
There are circumstances, however, where fewer vibrational modes are possible. However, the two bending
modes are equivalent because the direction in which the molecule bends is immaterial; in-plane or
out-of-plane bending are the same: This is because absorption cannot occur if the vibration is electrically
symmetrical. In practice, infrared spectra can be obtained with gaseous, liquid, or solid samples. The vertical
scale measures the intensity of radiation transmitted through the sample. Infrared absorption spectra of a
2-propanone and b 2-butanone in the vapor phase. The reason that these are transitions from the vibrational
ground state is because, at room temperature, by far the largest portion of the molecules are in this state cf.
Stretching frequencies characteristic of the most important types of bonds found in organic molecules are
given in Table You will notice that the absorption band for each bond type is described by its position within
a more or less broad frequency range and by its shape broad, sharp and intensity strong, medium, weak. A
qualitative discussion of the factors that determine infrared band position and band intensities follows. Other
things being equal, it requires more energy to stretch a bond than to bend it. Therefore the infrared bands
arising from changes in the stretching vibrations are found at higher frequencies than are those arising from
changes in the bending vibrations. Other effects besides mass and bond strength also affect infrared absorption
frequencies. The structural environment of a bond is particularly important. The intensity of an infrared
absorption band arising from changes in the vibrational energy is related to the electrical symmetry of the
bond. More symmetrical, less polarized bonds give weaker absorptions. In fact, if the bond is completely
symmetrical, there is no infrared absorption. Notice in Figure that infrared spectra of organic molecules do not
show very sharp absorption lines. This is because changes in rotational energies can occur together with the
vibrational changes. Schematic vibrational and rotational energy levels. The arrows correspond to infrared
vibrational-rotational transitions of different energies. This part of the spectrum is often called the
"fingerprint" region and is extremely useful for determining whether the samples are chemically identical.
Characteristic stretching and bending frequencies occur in the fingerprint region, but they are less useful for
identifying functional groups, because they frequently overlap with other bands. This region is sufficiently
complex that a complete analysis of the spectrum is seldom possible. Two sample infrared spectra that
illustrate these features are given in Figure The infrared spectra of the cycloalkanes are similar to those of the
alkanes, except that when there are no alkyl substituents the characteristic Figure Infrared spectra of a octane
and b 2,2,4-trimethylpentane as pure liquids. These features of the infrared spectra of cycloalkanes are
illustrated in Figure using cyclooctane and methylcyclohexane as examples. Infrared spectra of a cyclooctane
and b methylcyclohexane. These spectra can be compared profitably with those in Figure The structure that is
most compatible with the spectrum is Final identification may be possible by comparison with an authentic
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spectrum of cyclopropanecarboxylic acid, if it is available in one of the several standard compendia of infrared
spectra. A total of about , infrared spectra are available for comparison purposes. You should check with the
reference section of your library to see what atlases of spectral data are available to you. The foregoing
example illustrates the way structures can be determined from infrared spectral data. For many purposes, the
infrared frequencies given in Table are both approximate and incomplete. However, you could be easily
frustrated in interpreting spectral data by being burdened with a very detailed table in which the unimportant is
mixed with the important. The ability to use extensive tables effectively comes with experience. The exact
value for a particular compound usually is meaningless because it will change depending on whether the
spectrum is taken of the solid, liquid, or gaseous states, the solvent used, the concentration, and the
temperature. Robert and Marjorie C. Caserio Basic Principles of Organic Chemistry, second edition. This
content is copyrighted under the following conditions, "You are granted permission for individual,
educational, research and non-commercial reproduction, distribution, display and performance of this work in
any format.
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3: Rotationalâ€“vibrational spectroscopy - Wikipedia
INFRARED VIBRATION-ROTATION SPECTROSCOPY FROM FREE RADICALS TO THE INFRARED SKY Geoffrey
Duxbury Department of Physics and Applied Physics, University of Strathclyde.

The intensities of the lines and the overall appearance of the pure rotational spectrum in the infrared and
Raman. Determination of the rotational constants from the spectrum. Consider what type of molecules can be
studied in this way. The use of isotopic substitution to gain extra information. P, Q and R branches and the
general appearance of the band. Combination sum and difference plots for determining the rotational
constants. Far infrared pure rotation spectrum of a dipolar molecule The applet adjustable diagram shows a
pure rotational spectrum infrared click here for notes about the use of java applets and click here for other
physical chemistry applets. The names of the files are Raman. Thus, only increases in the rotational quantum
number are observed. Normally, for a molecule to absorb in the far infrared it must have a permanent dipole
moment this is alos true for the closely related microwave spectrum. Molecules with permanent dipole
moments do not show any spin statistics in their rotational spectrum because they do not have any symmetry
at right angles to the main axis of symmetry of the molecule if there is one. Suggested "experiments" are i The
B slider controls the value of B. You will be able to observe that the spacing of the lines is approximately 2B.
You should write out the formula for the lines to see why this is. The different rate at which these factors
change generates the maximum. The actual population of the levels and the number of transitions occurring
between levels is shown on the right hand side of the diagram. This covers a realistic range in this diagram but
only has a relatively small effect, and then only on the highest frequency lines. Why are only the highest
frequency lines affected? To emphasize this difference the spectrum is shown as it might actually appear in the
upper half of the diagram and is plotted as a function of wavelength. The unchanged Rayleigh line always
appears very strongly more strongly than shown at the centre of the spectrum. Since this is a pure rotation
spectrum only the ground state value of B affects the spectrum. A slider to vary the centrifugal distortion
constant is included with values in the range typical of these types of molecules, but the effect, which is just
visible, only really shows up in quantitative calculations. Suggested "experiments" are i The B lower slider
controls the value of B. You will be able to observe that the spacing of the lines is approximately 4B. Note
that, when one set of lines is completely missing slider moved to zero the pattern of line spacings is different
from that when odd and even J are equally weighted. The first S line, S 0 , is present but the first O line, O 1 ,
is absent. Test the relative spacings for odd J: Here the additional possibility, that occurs in oxygen, of even J
lines being missing is included right hand slider fully to the right. This happens because the oxygen nuclei are
bosons but the ground state electronic wavefunction is antisymmetric. Verify that the first line is now at 10B
not 6B while the spacing between successive lines is 8B just as for the case of odd J: Click here for
information concerning applets. The calculation of the infrared spectrum is complete and includes the effects
of centrifugal distortion, although these cannot be adjusted. If you download the programs the parameters of
the control program can be changed to calculate any chosen spectrum for stretching of a linear molecule. Just
set the parameter "control" to 1 and the remaining parameters are obvious. The following are suggested
"experiments" for the infrared spectrum. Leaving the other sliders at their initial setting vary these two sliders.
You should be able to observe that the spacing of the lines is approximately 2B and that a difference between
the upper and lower state Bs leads to a convergence of the lines in one branch and a divergence in the other.
The most common difference in the two B values leads to a the convergence being in the R branch. This gives
a very useful means of estimating temperatures, especially in inaccessible situations such as in planetary
atmospheres. If you keep the temperature fixed and increase B lower to a moderately high value you will
realize that the discreteness of the lines makes it less and less accurate to determine temperature from the line
of maximum intensity. Bibliography Almost any general book on spectroscopy will cover most of the topics
above. The books Molecular structure, and Chemical Consequences of Nuclear Spin, both by Wheatley, and
very old, are useful for reading about structural determination, and bosons and fermions respectively.
Herzberg, Diatomic Molecules is more advanced but is extremely well written and is useful for reference,
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especially if you only read the sections in large print. Lab Course You ought to do the infrared
vibration-rotation experiment. Problems Where the question number is enclosed in a button, e. Wavefunctions
and energy levels Show that the most populated rotational level in a diatomic molecular gas at equilibrium at
temperature T is given by: Estimate the temperature of the flame, indicating the likely uncertainty in your
value. What assumptions have you made regarding the molecular energy distribution in the flame? Suggest a
more accurate way of estimating the flame temperature, supposing that you were able to measure the relative
populations of several rotational levels in CN. The relative intensities of the R 0 and R 1 lines in an electronic
transition in interstellar CN radicals were found to be 1 and 0. Given that the spacing of the lines is 7 cm -1 ,
to estimate the interstellar temperature. Note that the intensity of a rotational line is given most accurately by
J.
4: Infrared (Rovibrational) Spectroscopy - Chemistry LibreTexts
Infrared spectroscopy was the province of physicists and physical chemists until about At that time, the potential of
infrared spectroscopy as an analytical tool began to be recognized by organic chemists.

5: Vibration-Rotation Spectroscopy - CaltechAUTHORS
Infrared spectroscopy concerns changes of vibrational and rotational state, without change of electronic state. Hence,
the infrared spectrum is a vibration-rotation spectrum.

6: Rotational spectroscopy - Wikipedia
particularly in the infrared region. We will argue that the observed groups of lines can be understood as transitions
between vibration-rotation levels of the molecule.
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